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Abstract

A basic ingredient of Concurrent Engineering (CE) is that all aspects of the product's life-cycle should be considered as early as possible during design. A key idea that has been adopted for the implementation of CE is the use of a team, in which each member is an expert on some aspect of the product in a phase of its life-cycle. In our work, we use a team of software agents. Our goal is to study in detail the interactions, conflicts and conflict resolution that is possible with such a multi-agent system. The approach is to use Single Function Agents (SiFAs), each of which can perform a very specialized task, from a single point of view. The ability to represent expertise with different points of view is very important in design. These different points of view usually cause conflicts among agents, and these conflicts need to be resolved in order for the design process to be successful. Therefore, agents need to be capable of detecting and resolving these conflicts. This paper presents a model of conflicts and negotiations in the SiFA framework. A hierarchy of possible conflicts is proposed and the steps of the negotiation process are discussed.
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1 Introduction

A basic ingredient of Concurrent Engineering is that all aspects of the product's life-cycle should be considered as early as possible during design. For example, both Packaging and Recycling should be considered at product design time. This idea was developed in response to a "linear" approach that considered design, then manufacturing, then assembly, etcetera. This approach delays the discovery of the possibly negative impact that design decisions may have on the later phases of the life-cycle.

By considering these later phases of the life-cycle during the design process, it is possible to quickly discover and compensate for problems that might have occurred at a later time in a linear approach. This converts problem discovery from a linear pattern to a more parallel, or "concurrent" one, thus saving time and effort.

In order for early consideration of later stages of the life cycle to be given at design time, it is necessary for a great deal of knowledge to be available during the design process. A wide variety of types of expertise are required to cover all the phases. Consequently, a key idea for the implementation of Concurrent Engineering is the use of a team, in which each member is an expert on some aspect of the product in some phase of its life-cycle. Members of such a team will have different goals and different knowledge, and varying degrees of specialization.

1.1 Single Function Agents

Our work uses software agents instead of human agents. There is not intended to be a 1-1 correspondence between software agents and human agents. If any correspondence were to exist it would be that a group of software agents correspond to the reasoning of a single human agent.

Our goal is to study in detail the interactions, conflicts and conflict resolutions that are possible with such a multi-agent system. This work is not meant to literally simulate a real CE team, but rather to try to discover what is at the core of a team's decision-making. We are concerned with the "primitives" of knowledge and reasoning for design, redesign, and conflict resolution.

Other work on multi-agent systems that do design has tended to use large agents with powerful capabilities and large quantities of knowledge (e.g., for example [12]). With so much power and knowledge it is hard to discover what is essential in the system. Although research with large agents is very valuable, it has other goals.

In our approach we have stripped down each agent to an extremely simple form, in order to more closely study the behavior of the team, the functionality required, the interactions that are possible and necessary, the amount and types of knowledge needed, and the conflicts that occur. In this way we can build a better understanding of design agent conflict management.

Taking the multi-agent paradigm to such an extreme results in Single Function Agents (SiFAs), where each agent performs a single function in the design process and therefore contains knowledge that is very specialized. As with a human team, each SiFA will have
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different goals and different knowledge. As each SiFA does far less than a normal team member, many more agents are required. Current SiFA research focuses on parametric design.

SiFAs are not the same as the large-grained agents in systems that try to incorporate legacy systems, such as constraint solvers, or data-base retrieval engines [10], as although those have restricted functionality they are usually very general, and may not be knowledge-based.

1.2 Conflicts and Negotiation

The use of agents brings with it the possibility of conflicts. Although it may be possible to build a system where all conflicts are resolved during development time, in most design problems this is either impossible or extremely difficult.

There are many advantages of run time conflict resolution. Such interaction supports concurrent engineering. Conflicts and their resolution cause the behavior of the system to emerge from the requirements of the particular problem at hand. The system is more flexible and does not suffer from the brittleness problem of traditional expert systems.

One way of resolving run time conflicts is for the agents to negotiate. This is the most general and flexible way of resolving conflicts. With SiFAs, many more conflicts become visible, due to the small size of each agent — conflicts can't appear and be resolved within an agent. This is very important if we wish to understand the essence of conflict management.

1.3 COSINE: A Wine Glass Designer

One goal of this research was to build a single function agent based design system to demonstrate the capabilities and restrictions of negotiation in the SiFA paradigm. Consequently, a simple wine glass designer called COSINE was implemented. The wine glass domain is simple enough to enable building a prototype in a short amount of time, yet it is complicated enough to demonstrate all the power of a SiFA system plus the richness of the possible conflict situations. It is important to note that the wine glass domain and the COSINE system are for purely illustrative purposes. Other SiFA-based systems have been (and are being) built [6].

At present, each SiFA acts on a single parameter. In COSINE, the parameters of the design are cup radius, cup thickness, stem length, stem radius, base radius, and base thickness. There are many constraints among these parameters. For example, the ratio between the cup radius and the base radius has to be within certain limits so that the cup is stable. Also, the cup radius has to be within certain limits so that it holds a reasonable amount of liquid. Similar constraints exist involving other parameters.
2 Selected Previous Work

2.1 Agents and Multi-Agent Systems

In recent years there has been increased interest in agent-based systems. The concept of an agent has become important both in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and in other fields of Computer Science [20]. Agents also have a direct influence on Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) research because of their potentially concurrent nature [1]. Many difficult tasks, including design, have parallel decompositions that result in easier subtasks than serial decompositions. Parallel decompositions allow opportunistic collaboration among the subtasks.

2.2 Conflict Resolution

Klein [7] suggests a model of conflict resolution having a hierarchy of conflicts with the most abstract conflicts at the top and most concrete conflicts at the leaves. There is a corresponding hierarchy of resolution strategies, resulting in domain-dependent and domain-independent conflicts and their associated resolution strategies. The nodes higher in the hierarchy represent the domain-independent conflicts while the lower nodes become more domain-dependent.

Klein’s agents all have their own design knowledge and conflict resolution knowledge [8] [9]. The agents have differing design expertise, but their conflict resolution knowledge is identical.

Other recent work on Conflict Management can be found in an AI EDAM special issue [14].

2.3 Negotiation

Negotiation is a common approach to conflict resolution in the design domain. Sycara defines negotiation to be the process by which resolution of inconsistencies is achieved in order to arrive at a coherent set of design decisions [16] [15]. The negotiation process proceeds with generation of a proposal, generation of a counter-proposal based on feedback from dissenting agents, and then communication of justifications and supporting evidence [16].

In Sycara’s model there are four conflict situations where negotiation is used. These are where different agents make conflicting recommendations for a parameter value, a value proposed by one agent makes it impossible for another agent to offer consistent values for other attributes, a decision of one agent adversely affects optimality of other agents, and where alternate approaches achieve similar functional results.

Lander and Lesser [12] use the negotiated search paradigm for conflict resolution among heterogeneous and reusable expert agents in their TEAM framework. This paradigm allows agents to be both logically and implementationally heterogeneous.

Werkman’s Designer Fabricator Interpreter (DFI) is a system where agents with different points of view cooperatively evaluate different suggestions for a design parameter [19]. Unlike
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SiFA systems, DFI uses an arbitrator as a means of central control through which agents communicate.

Polat et al [13] describe a problem-solving environment that supports multi-agent conflict detection and resolution. They include a flowchart that describes the general conflict resolution process between agents. This has many similarities with our approach, discussed in section 6.6.

2.4 Single Function Agents

Although there has been a lot of work done on multi-agent systems, Single Function Agents (SiFAs) are a relatively new way of building multi-agent systems. So far, three systems have been developed.

The first, I3D [17], was a system that integrated part design and manufacturing plan production for Powder Processing applications. The agents were carefully sequenced, and all possible conflicts that might occur were anticipated in advance and removed during development of the system.

The second system built was I3D+ [18]. It had agenda-based scheduling of the agents and allowed conflicts about the values of parameters to occur among agents. The conflicts were classified into six types depending on the relation between agents' local goals and the global goal.

SNEAKERS [3] was built to train users in Concurrent Engineering. The user interacted with agents that had different functions and points of view.

Based on these systems, SINE was developed as a platform to build multi-agent design systems using SiFAs [2]. It was possible to simulate the negotiation behavior of I3D+ using SINE.

3 The Single Function Agent Paradigm

3.1 What is a SiFA?

A SiFA is an agent that performs a single function on a single target from a single point of view [4].

The function performed by a SiFA determines its type. At present only a limited number of functions have been used for design problems. We conjecture that a set of agents with these functions is sufficient for most design problem solving activities, although we admit that this is far from clear for more conceptual design activities.

These agents types are:

Selector: Selects a value for a parameter by picking a value from a list of possible values.

These are usually suitable for discrete valued parameters.

Advisor: Produces a value for a parameter by some means other than picking a value from
a list. Advisors are more suitable for real valued parameters. Advisors and selectors are the agents where most of the design knowledge is stored.

**Estimator:** Produces estimates of values for a parameter. Unlike selectors, estimators can work with insufficient information, so the values they produce are just estimates of what the final value should be.

**Evaluator:** Evaluates the value of a parameter, producing a value of goodness for that value, usually represented as a percentage.

**Critic:** Criticizes values of parameters by pointing out constraints or quality requirements that are not met by the current values.

**Praiser:** Praises values of parameters by pointing out why the values are desirable.

**Suggestor:** Suggests what to do to remove an existing conflict or to avoid a conflict altogether.

The target of a SiF A is a single parameter of the design. In the case of wine glass design, the targets include cup radius, and stem length.

The point of view of an agent is some aspect of the design that the agent considers while doing its work. Usually, the point of view of the agent is a goal that the agent is trying to satisfy or optimize. Examples of points of view for agents in wine glass design are cost (as in all design, the cost should be minimized), style (the glass should look nice), stability (the cup should not fall over because of a very large cup and a small base), and volume (the cup should hold a reasonable amount of liquid).

In the SiF A paradigm, an agent is characterized by a single function, a single target, and a single point of view. In contrast to agents that perform general tasks, such as an equation solver, SiFAs are very specialized knowledge based agents. A naming convention for individual SiFAs is to specify the target first, then the point of view and lastly, the function. So a selector whose target is the cup radius and is trying to maximize stability of the cup is a \textit{cup radius stability selector}.

SiFAs implement the basis of Concurrent Engineering, i.e., early consideration of aspects of the product's life-cycle, by allowing agents, such as selectors and critics, to represent the points of view of these aspects at any decision making point in the design. Hence a decision about a length might be made from the points of view of packaging and of maintainance, and criticized from the point of view of cost.

### 3.2 Communication Between SiFAs

Analogous to team members talking to each other, SiFAs communicate by sending each other messages. Each agent can communicate directly with any other agent without the need for an arbitrator. The communication language used is based on KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) [11]. Even though agents exchange messages directly, the current state of the design is stored centrally and is accessible to all agents in the system.
3.3 The Control Mechanism

The SIFA research makes very little commitment to the system architecture to be used, as this is not currently the primary focus of the work. However, for current implementations an agenda mechanism is used to schedule agents. Agents are polled by the agenda and each agent indicates what it wants to do. Based on the replies, the agenda orders the agents according to the importance of the tasks they will carry out; e.g., conflict detection and resolution is more important than doing design. Then the agenda gives control to that agent. When the agent’s work is finished, the cycle is repeated.

4 Extensions to the SIFA Paradigm

4.1 The Parameter Block

In previous work with SiFAs, the critiques, praises, or evaluations they produced were not stored separately. This prevented some potential, realistic actions of agents. This work extends the SIFA model to represent all value, estimate, criticism, praise, and evaluation entities separately, as first class objects. Being a first class object means that critiques, praises, and evaluations have the same status as the value of a design parameter. They are all directly accessible and they can all be the target of an agent. This is done by having value, estimate, criticism, praise, and evaluation entities organized in a structure called the parameter block, shown in figure 1. There is a block for each parameter. These blocks are stored centrally.

** FIGURE The parameter block

The root of the parameter block is the name of a parameter. The first level of reference has two entities. These are the parameter’s value and estimated value. In the current model there can be only one value and one estimate at any time.

The second level of reference has evaluations, criticisms, and praises of the value and the estimate. These entities are said to reference the value or the estimate. There can be multiple criticisms, praises, and evaluations of the same value or estimate.

The third level of reference has evaluations, criticisms, and praises of second level evaluations, criticisms, and praises. These entities refer to the second level entities which refer to the first level entities. These chains of reference uniquely determine what each entity refers to. So at the third level, there exist entities such as the evaluation of the criticism of the value of the parameter. The third level entities typically contain meta-level information about the design. Once again, there can be multiple evaluations, criticisms, and praises of the same second level entity.

It is also possible to imagine this structure growing into fourth, or even fifth level references. Although what the contents of such entities might be is not immediately obvious, the model allows such information to be represented if it is meaningful in any design problem.
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It is clear that any complete model of the formation, detection and resolution of conflicts between agents with different points of view needs to be able to represent and reason about the information in at least the first three levels of the parameter block.

4.2 Targets of Agents

When all entities are represented as first class objects, they can all be the target of an agent. This means that the target of a critic is no longer just the name of a parameter, but more specifically, it is a criticism entity, such as the criticism of the evaluation of the estimate. Each agent can act on, or modify, the contents of its target. So a critic can store a criticism in the critique entity that is its target (Figure 2), and an evaluator can store an evaluation in the evaluation entity that is its target (not shown).

* * * FIGURE Estimate evaluation critics

There can be more than one criticism of the evaluation entity, from different points of view. In that case there would be one agent for each of these criticisms, shown as Critic1 and Critic2 in figure 2. These critic agents would have different points of view and different targets, as they are acting on two different entities. It is also possible for two critics to have different points of view but the same target as is the case with Critic2 and Critic3, if it is not necessary to store both criticisms produced.

Only one value and one estimate are possible at any time in a parameter block, unlike evaluations, criticisms, and praises. There may be more than one selector or estimator agent, with different points of view, that have the same estimate or value as their target. This is also shown in figure 2. Note that this may lead to a conflict.

4.3 Knowledge in a SiFA

The knowledge that has to be present in a SiFA is determined by the tasks the agent has to carry out (shown in figure 3). Each agent has to have knowledge about how to perform these tasks.

* * * FIGURE The knowledge contained in a SiFA

The types of knowledge can be roughly divided into three categories. The first one contains design and redesign knowledge. The design knowledge allows the agent to carry out its main function which may be one of selection, estimation, evaluation, criticism or praise. The redesign knowledge is used when the agent has to produce a value, estimate, evaluation, criticism or praise after it has already produced one. This is necessary when the first entity produced causes a conflict in the system and the agent is asked for another during negotiation. This situation is explained in section 6.

The second category contains conflict indication, detection, and classification knowledge
that is used to carry out the respective tasks of conflict handling. These typically involve checking if some constraints which are internal to the agent, referred to as internal constraints are violated or not. These tasks are explained in detail in section 6. The knowledge in this category also includes the knowledge of the types of conflicts in which the particular agent can be involved.

The third category consists of negotiation strategy selection, refinement, and execution knowledge. This category of knowledge enables the agent to negotiate with other agents in conflict situations. Negotiation strategies and the associated tasks are also explained in section 6.

5 Hierarchy of Conflicts

The conflict hierarchy for SiFAs is shown in figure 4. The nodes represent conflict types. Each node is a specialization of its parent node and therefore inherits all of its properties. The root node, labeled conflict, encompasses all conflict types. Since advisors and selectors are involved in similar conflicts, we use the term selector to refer to both types in this hierarchy.

* * * FIGURE The SiFA conflict hierarchy

It would be possible to change the order of the criteria used at each level to specialize the conflicts. However, the hierarchy presented here does the best job of grouping common aspects of conflicts into a single, more general node. The hierarchy is structured mainly by the way the conflicts manifest themselves, since in the SiFA paradigm this also provides information about the underlying cause of the conflict. The following sections describe the hierarchy of conflicts in detail.

5.1 Criticizing an Entity

This type of conflict occurs when a critic is not satisfied with the entity it is watching over. It produces a criticism and initiates a conflict. The entity being criticized is the one that is the critic’s target. This situation is shown in figure 5. These conflicts are referred to as criticism conflicts.

* * * FIGURE Criticizing an entity

For this type of conflict a value, estimate, evaluation, criticism, or praise entity may be criticized. The next level of specialization of the hierarchy differentiates conflicts into three based on the type of entity being criticized.
5.1.1 Value/Estimate Criticism

In this group of conflicts, the entity being criticized is a value or an estimate. There are similarities between these two entities because there can be at most one value or estimate of a parameter at any time. Currently, the criticism of a value or estimate may be one of too high, too low, wrong units or too imprecise.

This group can further be broken down into two subgroups where the criticized entity is a value, and where it is an estimate, resulting in conflicts between a critic and a selector, and between a critic and an estimator, respectively. Both types of conflict are initiated by the critic.

5.1.2 Evaluation Criticism

An evaluation may be criticized because it is too imprecise, too high, or too low. All conflicts of this type are between an evaluator and a critic. The conflict is initiated by the critic.

5.1.3 Critique/Praise Criticism

Just as for any other entity, it is possible to have criticisms of either criticism or praise. Such a criticism may be one of too negative, too positive, too imprecise, or not substantiated. SIFAs are probably unique in their ability to express and act on this sort of meta-level knowledge. Such conflict-based interactions provide information that may enable learning to take place in the CE team. This is an area of current research [6].

This conflict type may be divided into two groups, criticizing a critique, and criticizing a praise, resulting in conflicts between two critics, and between a critic and a praiser respectively.

5.2 Incompatible Suggestions

If there are two or more agents with the same target, or if there is a relationship between the targets of two agents, then there is a possibility for conflict among these agents. If the results of these agents are not compatible in some way, there is conflict. These conflicts are also referred to as incompatibility conflicts.

Similar to the left hand side of the hierarchy, the next level of specialization is based on the entity that is the subject of the conflict. Here, the subject of the conflict is not what the criticism refers to, but it is the target of the agents suggesting incompatible values, estimates, evaluations, etc. Analogous to the right side of the hierarchy, the conflicts are divided into three groups.

5.2.1 Value/Estimate Incompatibility

Incompatible suggestions for values and estimates can occur in two ways. The first is when there are two agents with the same target and the suggested values, or estimates, are incompatible. This will cause a conflict because only one value (or estimate) may be stored in the
target entity. This situation is shown in figure 6. Both agents have to be the same type, selector or estimator. So the conflict is between two selectors or two evaluators. The points of view of the conflicting agents have to be different.

* * * FIGURE Incompatible suggestions for the same value/estimate entity

The second kind of conflict can occur between two entities across parameters. This happens when the value of one parameter is not compatible with the value of the other parameter as shown in figure 7. The two value entities have to be in different parameter blocks since each parameter can have only one value entity. This type of conflict is possible only between two selectors. As a simple example, consider the case in the wine glass design where the a base radius selector generates a value for the base radius and then checks the internal constraint that the base radius has to be greater than the stem radius. If this constraint is violated, then the base radius selector will be in conflict with the stem radius selector.

* * * FIGURE Incompatible suggestions for different value entities

5.2.2 Evaluation Incompatibility

Incompatible suggestions for an evaluation entity occurs when two evaluators with different points of view have the same evaluation entity as their target, as shown in figure 8. This kind of conflict will occur only between two evaluators.

* * * FIGURE Incompatible suggestions for an evaluation

5.3 Critique/Praise Incompatibility

Two kinds of conflicts are possible in this group. One kind is when two critics, or two praisers, with different points of view have the same target. This situation, shown in figure 9, is very similar to incompatible evaluations. Both agents have to be the same type, so the conflict occurs between two critics or two praisers.

* * * FIGURE Incompatible suggestions for the same critique/praise entity

The other kind happens when there is an incompatibility between a criticism and a praise of the same entity. In this situation, shown in figure 10, the targets of the agents in conflict are different but the targets refer to the same entity. In other words, the criticism and the praise of an entity are not compatible. This conflict occurs between a critic and a praiser and can be initiated by either of them. The agents in conflict have to have targets in the
same parameter block at the same level of reference, since the incompatible critic and praise refer to the same entity. This conflict is not meaningful across parameters.

* * * FIGURE Incompatible suggestions for different critique/praise entities

5.4 Domain Independence

Although this hierarchy is very fine grained, it is highly domain independent. There isn't anything that is particular to any domain such as mechanical or electrical design in the hierarchy. It applies equally to all design problems that can be solved by SiFAs. This property allows us to investigate what type of knowledge is needed for each type of conflict, to form a more precise picture than already exists for multi-agent systems in a CE setting.

The hierarchy could be expanded for another level from the leaf nodes by specializing based on the points of view of agents participating in the conflict. If some points of view can be grouped together into classes that are present in all domains, such as manufacturability, durability, and cost, then the additional level of the hierarchy would again be domain independent. Any further specialization, for example, one that involves parameters, such as stem length in the wine glass design, would certainly be highly domain dependent.

The conflict taxonomy is structured by how the conflict occurs. An alternative is to structure conflict hierarchies by the fundamental underlying causes of the conflicts. Heuristic classification approaches derive much of their power from structuring the diagnostic taxonomies in this way. Currently we believe that SiFAs are fine-grained and specialized enough to be very close to the cause of each conflict. Interaction with the conflicting agent should refine the agents' knowledge of the cause. Further work is required to fully confirm this belief. This issue is important as a precise classification of each conflict should provide indexing for retrieval of an appropriate remedy for that conflict.

6 SiFA Negotiations

The system has to go through several steps during a conflict. These are Indication of a possible conflict, Detection of the conflict, Selection of a negotiation strategy to use, and Refinement of that strategy. The actual negotiation is simply the execution of the selected strategy. All of these steps put together is called the negotiation process. The result of the process is either a solution to the conflict or the signaling of a failure.

Some of the steps in the negotiation process are very trivial in the SiFA paradigm since the conflicts are very well defined and the number of different kinds of conflicts an agent can be in is very limited. All of the steps are explained in the following sections.
6.1 Conflict Indication

Agents need to be able to notice situations where there is the possibility of a conflict. This act of realizing a potential conflict is called conflict indication. Conflict indication is a very simple task for the agents in the SiFA paradigm. Each time an agent acts on its target by modifying it, the state of the overall system changes, therefore there is potential for a conflict. How a possible conflict is indicated depends on the general conflict categories to which it belongs.

6.1.1 Indication of a Criticism Conflict

Conflicts which are caused by the criticism of an entity, the ones on the left hand side of the conflict hierarchy, are noticed by the critic producing the criticism. Each time a critic produces a criticism, there is a conflict indication.

The production of a criticism may also cause an incompatibility conflict if the target entity holding the criticism is already storing a critique. This is discussed next.

6.1.2 Indication of an Incompatibility Conflict

Whenever an agent acts on its target by producing a value, estimate, evaluation, praise, or criticism, it checks to see if there is the possibility of a conflict.

For an agent to indicate a same entity conflict, all of the three conditions given below have to be satisfied:

- The target entity already contains a value, estimate, evaluation, critique, or praise,
- The owner of the entity (the agent who put in the old contents) is not itself (the agent acting on the target now), and
- The old content of the entity is not identical to the new one the agent is attempting to store in the entity.

If all these conditions are true, the agent notices the possibility of a conflict and "indicates" it. The indication of a conflict does not mean that there is necessarily going to be a conflict. This is the work of the conflict detection knowledge.

6.2 Conflict Detection

The agent that indicates a conflict is responsible for determining whether there actually is a conflict. Suppose there is a 0.01% difference in the values proposed by two different selectors for the value entity of a parameter. Unless that value is extremely sensitive, this small difference does not constitute a conflict. Thus indication of a conflict does not necessarily mean that there is actually a conflict.

Conflict detection, for human or SiFA, is a knowledge based task and it is not always trivial. How detection works in the SiFA paradigm depends on whether the conflict is a criticism conflict or an incompatibility conflict.
6.2.1 Detection of a Criticism Conflict

As soon as a critic produces a criticism it has to decide if that actually signals a conflict or not. This is usually an easy task since the critic knows the reason why it produced that particular criticism. If the criticism was due to the violation of a hard constraint that tests some physical properties or user requirements, then there is probably a conflict. On the other hand, if the criticism just reflects a preference, then there is no conflict. The criticism stays on the blackboard and the agents whose targets were criticized may take it into consideration if they wish.

6.2.2 Detection of an Incompatibility Conflict

Detecting an incompatibility conflict requires more knowledge and is usually a more complicated task than detecting criticism conflicts. There are three possible cases.

Same Entity Conflicts: Once the agent notices that what is already stored in its target entity is not identical to what it wants to store, and indicates a conflict, it has to decide if the two are compatible. If they are, then there is no conflict although they may not be identical.

For example, suppose a design parameter can take on continuous numeric values, and its current value has been set to 5.00 by selector A. If later, selector B calculates a value for the same parameter from a different point of view and comes up with 5.01, it indicates a possible conflict, but has to do more work in order to decide if there is indeed a conflict. Selector B needs to know how sensitive the value of the parameter is. This sensitivity also depends on selector B's point of view. If allowing up to 1% changes in the value of the parameter is acceptable by selector B, then there is no conflict. Selector B can leave the value as 5.00. Similar situations can occur with other agent types and entities.

For agents to be able to detect incompatibility conflicts, they need appropriate knowledge. Target entities may be numeric or symbolic. Value entities would be numeric for parameters such as length, but symbolic for parameters such as color or material. Estimates would generally be of the same type as the value of the parameter. Evaluations may be symbolic such as good, average, bad, or numeric if the quality is measured as a percentage. Critiques and praises may contain both numeric and symbolic information.

If the target entity is numeric, then the agent should have either a percentage or a fixed value by which the numeric value, estimate or evaluation it produces may be relaxed. For example, a selector wants the value to be 50, but can relax 10%, so anything between 45 and 55 is fine.

If the target entity is symbolic, there are two possibilities. If there is an ordering to the symbols, such as bad, average, good, then the agents can have a constraint such as "anything better than average is acceptable". If there is no ordering to the symbols than the agents need to have a list of symbols that they find acceptable.

Different Entities Within a Parameter Block: Detecting this kind of conflict is the same as detecting conflicts involving one entity as far as the knowledge based reasoning is concerned. The difference is that the agent is not comparing something that is already in its
target with what it wants to store, but is comparing it to some other entity in the parameter block.

This means that agents need to know what entities have the potential to be incompatible with their targets. This is not a big problem since critics and praisers are the only kind of agents that can get into such conflicts because of incompatible criticisms and praises of the same entity.

**Different Entities Across Parameter Blocks:** This case is very similar to detection of conflict involving entities within a parameter block. The only difference is that only selectors can have such conflicts. This means that selectors need to know what values are related to the value they are producing and check for the constraints between these values.

### 6.3 Conflict Classification

After an agent detects a conflict, it has to decide what kind of conflict it is. This is a very simple task in the SiFA paradigm, as each agent can be involved in a very limited set of conflicts. Also, the detection process already gives the agent enough information to immediately classify the conflict as one of the leaf nodes of the conflict hierarchy.

If a critic detects a conflict after producing a criticism because some hard constraint is violated, then it knows that it is involved in a criticism conflict. It also knows if the conflict is about a value, estimate, evaluation, criticism or praise. The type of the agent with which it is in conflict follows immediately from the entity type — e.g., a value entity means that the other agent is a selector. Finally, it can easily figure out which particular agent it is in conflict with by inspecting the owner field of the entity that is the subject of the conflict. Similar reasoning allows the agents to deal with incompatibility conflicts as well.

### 6.4 Negotiation Strategy Selection

A *negotiation strategy* is a body of knowledge, usually representable by a set of rules, that allows the agent to carry out a negotiation. After a conflict has been detected and classified, the SiFA that detected the conflict has to start negotiating, as the *initiator*, with the conflicting agent, referred to as the *partner*. In order to do that, it has to select a negotiation strategy. The partner also has to select a strategy.

In the context of SiFAs, since the conflicts an agent can be involved in are very specific, the number of strategies an agent can have for any conflict are also limited. As the number of conflicts an agent can be involved in is also small, the total number of strategies it needs is small as well. Usually a SiFA has a single strategy to deal with a certain conflict, but more than one strategy for a single conflict type is also possible.

If an agent has a single negotiation strategy for the conflict it is in, then the strategy selection task is trivial. If the agent has more than one strategy for a particular conflict, then it needs a criteria to select its negotiation strategy. This criteria may be the point of view of its partner or the particular value, estimate, evaluation, criticism, or praise that is the subject of the conflict. For example, it might choose its negotiation strategy by using
a rule such as "if the difference is less than 10% use strategy 1 else use strategy 2".

The partner also needs to select a strategy. The partner can classify the conflict based on the first message it receives from the initiator. This message identifies the initiator, its target, and what the conflict is about. The partner is aware of its own target, so when it receives the first message in the negotiation, it is able to classify the conflict. Then it can select a negotiation strategy in a fashion similar to the initiator.

It is also possible for agents to switch from one negotiation mode to another during the execution of the negotiation strategy, based on the interaction with the other agent.

6.5 Negotiation Strategy Refinement

The negotiation strategy selected may still be a generalized strategy that has to be instantiated by giving values to some variables of the strategy. The main reason why an agent would have generalized strategies is to save space. The agent may need a few different strategies for a type of conflict, and if these strategies are very similar except for a few minor points, then it is better to have only one generalized strategy rather than storing all these similar strategies separately.

Another reason why a generalized strategy may be useful is if the agent does not have enough information to select a strategy before the negotiation starts. In this case, the agent can start negotiation using the generalized strategy and then instantiate it during the negotiation as more information becomes available.

6.6 Negotiation Strategy Execution

After conflict indication, detection, strategy selection and refinement, the agents are finally ready to negotiate. The negotiation consists of the initiator's and the partner's execution of their respective strategies. Examples of simple strategies, and their potential for supporting learning, are described in [6].

It is possible for these strategies to clash, so that the agents will not be able to reach an agreement. In such a case either the conflict will not be resolved, or one or both agents will change their strategies during the negotiation. The change of strategy is explained in section 6.7. At present we have not studied the case where no resolution is possible.

6.6.1 Negotiation Graphs

It is possible to represent a negotiation between two SiFAs using negotiation graphs. A negotiation graph shows all possible sequences of messages sent and the actions performed by the agents involved in a particular kind of conflict.

The start node of the graph shows the message sent by the initiator of the conflict. A path through a negotiation graph starting at the start node and ending at a node without any outgoing arcs is a full transcript of a possible negotiation. Whenever there is more than one outgoing arc from a node, this means that the negotiation can proceed in any one of
those ways. Which one of those arcs is taken depends on the state of the particular agents involved in the negotiation.

Figure 11 shows a negotiation graph for a conflict between a critic and a selector. What this graph indicates is that the critic asks the selector for alternatives and the selector either provides more alternatives or asks the critic to relax its constraint. If the selector proposes an alternative value, the critic may still disagree, and if the critic relaxes its constraint, the relaxed constraint may still be violated. So the negotiation process is a cycle of proposals of alternatives and constraint relaxations. The negotiation either ends in success if the critic is satisfied with the value, or in failure if the critic cannot relax its constraint any more and the selector can give no other alternative values.

* * * FIGURE Selector-Critic negotiation graph

It should be noted that the negotiation graph does not give any information about the order of constraint relaxations by the critic or of the alternative proposals by the selector. This is dependent on the respective agents and the strategies they use. The selector may use one of the following strategies — greedy, maximally cooperative, or a mixture of the two.

For example:

- When asked to supply an alternative value, decline and ask for a relaxation immediately,
- When asked to supply an alternative, give alternatives until there are no more possible alternatives, only then ask for a constraint relaxation,
- Supply alternatives and ask for relaxations in an interleaved manner, possibly giving one alternative and asking for a relaxation before giving another alternative.

Similarly, the critic may use one of these strategies:

- Wait for a "no more alternatives" message from the selector before relaxing a constraint,
- Relax a constraints before asking for alternatives,
- Relax constraints and ask for alternatives in an interleaved manner, possibly doing one relaxation and asking for one alternative before doing another relaxation.

Figure 12 shows another negotiation graph, this time for a conflict between two selectors with the same target. As for the selector-critic conflict, the selectors can ask each other for alternative values or constraint relaxations in any order that is dictated by their respective strategies. The left and right halves of the graph are identical except that the roles of selector1 and selector2 are reversed.

* * * FIGURE Selector-Selector negotiation graph
Negotiation graphs are helpful when building SiFA negotiation knowledge, since the graphs show all messages that the agent will need to respond to and all possible answers that it can give to a specific message, for each conflict type that it can be involved in. Since the conflict situations in the SiFA paradigm are very well specified, the negotiation graphs are fairly small and easy to build. The drawback of using negotiation graphs is that they get very complicated very quickly if we allow the agents to use a larger vocabulary so that they can talk about things other than alternatives and relaxations.

6.7 Changing Negotiation Modes

Agents have the ability to change their negotiation strategy during negotiation. What prompts an agent to change its mode of negotiation is the interaction with its partner or its own internal state.

An example of changing modes triggered by the interaction is when a selector changes its negotiation strategy depending on whether it receives a message asking for an alternative value or a message asking for a constraint relaxation.

An example of changing modes prompted by an agent’s internal state is when a selector changes strategy when it runs out of alternatives. At that point it can go into a don’t care mode meaning that it does not care what the value of the parameter is and the other agent can have any value it likes. This is possible if the agent’s point of view is not very critical, such as style or colorfulness as opposed to strength or cost.

6.8 Emergent Behavior

The negotiation graphs do not fully determine how a negotiation will proceed since there are multiple paths through a negotiation graph. The particular path followed in a negotiation depends on the context in which the conflict occurred, the particular strategies of the involved agents, their internal knowledge, and their internal states. There is also the possibility of changing negotiation modes during negotiation.

This means that the negotiation behavior of the agents cannot be predicted accurately in advance and the systems behavior as a whole will emerge at run-time as a function of the negotiation capabilities of the agents in the system. Furthermore, if each agent is built without a priori knowledge of the full negotiation graphs, then it is not possible to predict even the general structure of the negotiations before run-time. This is further complicated by the possibility of negotiation being affected by praise or critiques of the values being discussed (see [6]).

7 Evaluator-Critic Criticism Conflict Example

This is a conflict between the cup radius value evaluator from the volume point of view and its critic, as shown in figure 13. This example is taken from COSINE, the SiFA based wine glass designer.
* * * FIGURE Criticism of an evaluation

COSINE was developed using CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) version 6.02 which is an expert system building tool. Detailed information about CLIPS is available in [5]. The development platform for COSINE was a DEC Alpha 3000.

The agents implemented in the cup radius block in COSINE are shown in figure 14. Since the evaluation of the value is a second level entity, the criticism of that evaluation is a third level entity.

* * * FIGURE Cup radius parameter block in COSINE

Once there is a value for the cup radius, the preconditions of the evaluator are satisfied, so it provides the evaluation good from the volume point of view. The reason for this result is that the difference between the volume of the cup and the ideal value for volume according to this evaluator is less than a preset threshold.

The critic of the evaluation has a constraint which says that the evaluation should be more precise and numeric, not symbolic. As this constraint is violated, the critic produces a criticism and initiates a conflict. When the evaluator is asked for a more precise evaluation, it supplies an evaluation represented as a percentage of the optimal quality that can be achieved from its point of view. This percentage represents how close the current volume is to the ideal volume.

Here is the excerpt from COSINE:

Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator: Evaluation asserted.
Cup radius value is good from a volume pov.
Cup Radius Value Evaluation Precision Critic: Conflict detected with Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator.
Cup Radius Value Evaluation Precision Critic: Criticism asserted.
Cup radius value evaluation is too imprecise.
Cup Radius Value Evaluation Precision Critic: Ask Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator to offer a more precise evaluation.
Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator:
Changing to precision evaluation mode.
Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator: Evaluation asserted.
Cup radius value’s quality is 88 percent.
Cup Radius Value Evaluation Precision Critic: Criticism retracted.
Cup radius value evaluation is not imprecise any more.
Cup Radius Value Evaluation Precision Critic: Conflict with Cup Radius Value Volume Evaluator resolved.
Evaluation

8 Evaluation

The goals of this work, and our achievement of them, can be demonstrated by the following questions and answers:

- **Have the conflicts, interactions and knowledge that underlie CE teams been isolated and investigated?**
  
  By using a set of primitive, design-oriented functions, and by allocating one primary function to each type of agent, the SiFA approach has allowed the discovery of a rich set of basic conflicts, as well as the knowledge required to handle them. Such an analysis could have only been done with the SiFA approach. However, much more work remains to be done.

- **Have all conflict types among all possible pairs of agents been identified and negotiation behaviors proposed for those conflicts?**
  
  The proposed conflict hierarchy, we believe, covers all meaningful SiFA conflicts. Although negotiation graphs for all conflict types have not been presented, COSINE has demonstrated all conflict types and their resolution with simple negotiation strategies. However, there are many more possible negotiation behaviors to be explored.

- **Do the classification of conflicts and the corresponding resolution strategies allow inheritance from abstract to concrete classes in the manner proposed by Klein’s model?**
  
  The structure of the conflict hierarchy assures that the nodes higher in the hierarchy have all the general aspects of the nodes below them. The hierarchy is an is-a hierarchy, so a leaf node inherits all aspects of its parent node. At this time the resolution strategies have not been fully associated with the conflict hierarchy, although this appears to be quite possible.

- **Has the proposed model been successfully implemented?**
  
  COSINE implements the proposed SiFA model successfully. Although COSINE does not take advantage of the possibility of using inheritance in defining the agents (especially for their negotiation knowledge) [4] the implementation is simple enough to allow for automatic generation of the code by a knowledge acquisition tool that provides a graphical front end to the designer of a SiFA-based system.

- **Does the model, and implementation, allow for the integration of future improvements such as the ability of agents to learn during negotiation?**
  
  The model does not have any restrictive features, neither does the implementation. The model does not make any claims about learning and can definitely be extended to include it [6]. The implementation would allow history keeping, and learning simple constants, constraints, preferences, etc., but learning new methods, that are currently implemented as rules, would be difficult.
Future Research

- Are the negotiation behaviors of agents understandable to humans?
  The sample runs of COSINE are very easy to follow. The agents are operating in an interleaved fashion, and it is possible to have more than one conflict detection and negotiation going on at once if the conflicts do not involve any related entities. However, for ease of understanding, one conflict is resolved before a second conflict is detected and its negotiation started.

- Have any patterns of communication among certain pairs of agent types been identified?
  Since the negotiation behavior of the agents are still very simple, there are very definite observed patterns of communication between the agents. This is a result of the extremely restricted vocabulary and strategies currently available to the agents, as opposed to patterns that emerge by the nature of the conflicts. We conjecture that similar patterns will be observed even if the agents are given more powerful negotiation strategies and a broader vocabulary.

Considerable progress has been made in meeting the goals of this work. The work on SiFA's is still new and the model keeps evolving. Work has concentrated on analysis of their properties. A large-scale implementation of a pure SiFA-based system that is capable of solving design problems does not yet exist. Consequently, little attention has been given so far to the performance of large SiFA-based systems.

9 Future Research

There are many directions that require further research in order to understand the full extent of both the power and the shortcomings of SiFA-based design systems.

One direction is to formalize the meaning and use of the parameter block's higher level entities, where meta-level knowledge about the design resides. It is not very clear what, or in what form, the information should be stored in the third level criticisms, praises, and evaluations in order to help the design process.

Although COSINE successfully resolves the agent conflicts among its agents, the negotiation behavior of the agents (their strategies) is very primitive. The simplicity of the negotiation process among the agents is one of the promises of the SiFA paradigm. However, more work is needed to construct and test negotiation strategies. A library of negotiation strategies for selectors, critics, evaluators, estimators, and praisers on all levels of reference would allow rapid (perhaps automated) construction of SiFAs with powerful negotiation techniques.

However, in order to construct such strategies, the language used among agents needs to be extended beyond the current vocabulary of alternatives and relaxations. Note that agents probably do not need to "understand" every other agent, just the ones it can conflict with.

Another direction is to provide SiFAs with history keeping capabilities. Even very simple history keeping would improve the system drastically. For example, if an agent keeps a
record of its proposals that led to a conflict, it can avoid those in the future [6]. There are many other opportunities to improve the system with history keeping.

History keeping, criticisms and praises, traces of negotiations, and analysis of conflict situations, all facilitate learning. Things that might be learned include dependencies between design parameters, preconditions and postconditions for rules, negotiation strategies, and knowledge about other agents. Learning should improve the quality of the final design, reduce the time required to do the design, and provide better conflict anticipation, avoidance, and resolution. There will be opportunities to study the interactions between agents as they learn together. Agents learn from interactions, but their learning changes the way they interact.

10 Conclusions

10.1 Main Contributions

The first contribution of this work has been to extend the SiFA paradigm with the concept of a parameter block. The parameter block enables knowledge about the design to be presented explicitly, and related. It also allows multiple levels of meta-knowledge to be represented, through levels of reference. This allows comments about the decisions and comments of other agents.

Another contribution is the analysis of conflicts in the SiFA framework. Since SiFAs provide the building blocks of a multi-agent design system, the conflicts between them represent the primitives of conflict situations in any design. The conflict hierarchy enables general methods for handling the various tasks involved in the negotiation process, i.e., a method for detecting incompatibility conflicts will work for a whole group of conflicts under the incompatibility conflicts branch of the hierarchy. The negotiation model defined for the SiFA paradigm is another useful contribution.

10.2 Discussion

The SiFA-based model provides a very powerful tool with which to build and study design systems. The model allows a designer to build a system that will consider many different points of view while designing an artifact, without having to predict all possible conflicts between these points of view and resolve them while building the system. The separation of conflict knowledge from the design knowledge in the agents also has very important consequences in terms of the maintainability and the understandability of a system.

The main disadvantage of the SiFA model from a practical perspective is that the fine grained agent size is less efficient than using larger agents. However, we anticipate that the understanding gained from SiFA research will show how functionality should be grouped, and learning added, to produce more efficient systems.

The SiFA framework provides a new perspective to study design systems, concurrent engineering, multi-agent systems, and conflict management. SiFAs reflect a Concurrent
Engineering approach by allowing agents to represent the point of view of any life-cycle aspect at any decision making point in the design.

The major gain in building SiFA based design systems will be to learn more about the essence of conflict management and negotiation. SiFAs have proved to be very helpful in gaining insight into many design related research issues and they have revealed new research paths that should be explored further.
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